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Update: Updated: December 13, 2019 Capture the attention of web users by posting an HTML slideshow on your site. It's simple and you don't need to know JavaScript or Flash code to do it. Using web meta tags makes it easy to view a series of web pages in the order in which they appear. Follow these
steps to create your own slide show. Use your favorite HTML editor or notepad to encode pages. Create a page for each slide that you want to include in your HTML slide show. Name each page with the name of the page followed by a number, such as slide1.html, slide2.html, slide3.html.Open the first
page of the slide show. Add any text or images you want to display on the page. Continue this for the remaining pages in the HTML slideshow. Insert a meta tag between tags and tags on each page, similar to the following in parentheses: meta http-equiv=refresh content=3;url=mypagename1.htmlAss a
page name after url=, which you want to display next to in the series. Specify the number of seconds after content= that you want to display before moving on to the next page. Create a start and end page. These pages appear just before and after the slide show. Insert a text hyperlink from the start page
to the first page of a slide show (slide1.html). Link the meta tag of the last page of the slide show to the end page name. Test the HTML slideshow code. Open the start page in a web browser. Click the link that runs the slide show. Fix any meta tag code that may cause pages to start in error. Test the
pages until the slide show starts correctly. Watch the HTML slideshow. Software for HTML editor or notepadWeb browserHTML manual or basic knowledge As we have seen, the main problem with GIF animation is that each frame of the video significantly increases the total file size. One way to work
around this issue is to completely eliminate individual frames. Instead, you just tell your computer to take one still image and slide it across the screen. In a way, you do it with your computer all the time as you move the cursor across the screen with your mouse. Initially, web pages were mostly static files
- that is, they remained the same after they were loaded. This is inherent in the hypertext markup (HTML) language, the primary programming language for Web pages. HTML basically consists of simple tags that tell the Web browser where to display web page elements. As the Internet evolved, web
designers found that this static quality is quite limited. They wanted to add dynamic content to their websites - content that might change if a user downloads a specific Web page. Dynamic HTML or dHTML is a term for software technology that makes this possible. Content it is actually produced using
multiple complex scripting languages, such as Javascript, to access what is called a document object model on the Browser. Basically, the document object model (DOM) controls everything as the browser displays a Web page. Nowadays, almost all users have browsers that will expose DOM to scripting
languages, so this script can change HTML elements (to change the color of the text when you move the mouse over a word, for example). DHTML was not created for animation, but allows you to change HTML elements in a way that adds traffic to a Web page. The dHTML script can simply tell the
browser to constantly reposition a specific image on the page so that it moves around the screen. If you do this with several different images, you can move a series of graphic elements around you to create interesting videos. Like GIF animation, dHTML animation is automatically recognized by most web
browsers, without the need for the user to download additional components. However, creating dHTML content that works the same way across all browsers is quite difficult, so this kind of animation isn't as simple as GIF animation. Actually encoding the animation program itself is quite difficult, but there
are user-friendly applications like Dreamweaver Macromedia that will produce the correct script code for you. DHTML is quite limited in its animation applications because all it can really do is move still images to the screen. It's much smoother than GIF animation, but in many apps it's a much less
effective way to display a changing image. DHTML is almost the limit of the web browser's built-in animation capability. To add more complex animation capabilities to the Internet, innovators had to come up with programs that complemented users' browsers. Java applets Another way to deliver network
animation is universal, network-oriented programming languages known as Java. With Java applications, developers can create applications downloaded by users from the Internet. Java-enabled browsers use a virtual machine, software that recognizes Java and translates it for your computer system



(Windows, MacOS, Unix). A virtual machine is basically a kind of plug-in and must be installed in a browser. Java web content is typically created as programs called applets. Applets are not complete applications — they only work in conjunction with a browser. There are different things that web
designers do with applets, and one of the most popular apps is animation. The main advantages of Java is that it works on all operating systems and is very flexible. You can create an animation program that draws simple vector shapes for individual frames, or a program that uses bitmap images. Java is
particularly suitable for creating animation and combine animations with other elements of a Web page. For more information about Java, see the information about how computer programs work. HTML, which means hypertext markup language, is the primary markup language used to on the internet.
Every web page on the Internet has at least a few HTML tags contained in the source code, and most web pages consist of multiple HTML or HTM files. The language rules that follow HTML describe to the web browser how to display the text that makes up the web page. Without html to structure the
content on the page, the text will be displayed without a shape, without color, tables, formatting, lists, and headers that make reading easier. Knowing what HTML is, how it happened, and how the markup language is constructed, shows the incredible versatility of this basic website architecture and how it
continues to be a major part of how we perceive the web. HTML is used with each letter pronounced, like aitch-tee-em-el. HTML was created in 1991 by Tim Berners-Lee, the official creator and founder of what we now know as the World Wide Web. Berners-Lee formulated the idea of sharing information
no matter where the computer is located using hyperlinks, HTTP (a communication protocol for web servers and users), and a unified resource locator (URL) (a streamlined address system for each web page on the Internet). New html versions have been released, the latest is HTML5. It is published as a
W3C recommendation. HTML is a combination of text, such as what you see while reading this article, and elements called tags. HTML tags are words or abbreviations surrounded by angle brackets ( &lt; and=&gt; ), as in the image above. A web browser uses HTML tags to know how to display each item
on a web page. If a block of text is surrounded by a tag for creating paragraphs, the browser understands that the text should be displayed as a paragraph. The same applies to the page header area and web page content, both of which also have associated tags. Additional HTML tags can describe the
color of text or the position of an image, lists of items with bullets or numbers, connect to other web pages and files, and bold text, underline, or organize in a table. Html is also useful for writing symbols and embedding images, videos, and forms directly on a web page. All HTML tags are saved as pairs,
so the browser knows exactly what text applies to the tag. The HTML tag must always contain start and end tags, as follows: Readers of web pages &lt;tag&gt;content&lt;/tag&gt;do not see these tags because they are really just instructions for the browser to interpret. Take, for example, the following
heading How to learn HTML. This text is all you see, but the hidden code that directs the way the text appears, contains &lt;h3&gt; I &lt; HTML is known to be one of the easiest computer languages to learn because a lot of it is readable by humans. You can start writing own HTML web pages using a
regular text editor, but there are also dedicated HTML editors that might do the job better. One of the most popular places to learn HTML online is W3Schools. You can find tons of examples of various HTML elements and even apply those concepts with hands-on html= is= known= to= be= one= of= the=
easiest= computer= languages= to= learn= because= a= lot= of= it= is= readable= by= humans.= you= can= start= writing= your= own= html= web= pages= using= a= regular= text= editor,= but= there= are= also= dedicated= html= editors= that= might= do= the= job= better.= one= of= the= most=
popular= places= to= learn= html= online= is= w3schools.= you= can= find= tons= of= examples= of= various= html= elements= and= even= apply= those= concepts= with= hands-on=&gt;&lt;/ HTML is known to be one of the easiest computer languages to learn because a lot of it is readable by humans.
You can start writing your own HTML web pages using a regular text editor, but there are also dedicated HTML editors that might do the job better. One of the most popular places to learn HTML online is W3Schools. You can find tons of examples of various HTML elements and even apply those concepts
with hands-on &gt;&lt;/h3&gt; &gt;&lt;/h3&gt; and HTML quizzes. There is information about formatting, comments, CSS, JavaScript, file paths, tag attributes, symbols, colors, forms, and more. Codecademy and Khan Academy are two other free HTML resources worth checking out. Thank you for letting
us know! Tell us why! Why!
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